CONE TO MALLETT'S BANK STABILIZATION MEETING, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 7-9 PM, MEDIA CENTER (2ND FLOOR, THERE IS AN ELEVATOR) OF TAPPAN SCHOOL—FIND OUT WHAT IS CURRENTLY BEING PROPOSED BY JANIS BOBRIN, WASHTENAW COUNTY DRAIN COMMISSIONER. A NUMBER OF US HAVE HEARD IT MIGHT INVOLVE REMOVAL OF A HUGE PERCENTAGE OF OUR EXISTING MATURE TREES IN ORDER TO IMPLEMENT REGRADING OF THE SLOPES AS AN EFFORT TO CONTROL EROSION AND DOWNSTREAM SEDIMENTATION. MANY OF US BELIEVE THAT DEFORESTATION DOES NOT SOLVE EROSION PROBLEMS! THIS MEETING MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT HURON CHASE MEETING EVER. MAKE SURE YOU ARE REPRESENTED THERE AND SPEAK YOUR MIND CLEARLY! BRING OTHERS, TOO. THE MORE THE BETTER; THE MORE OUTSPOKEN THE BETTER (SO WE HEAR).

At the most recent Huron Chase Board meeting, a preliminary budget was considered. At the next meeting budget finalization will be on the agenda. Also, a continuing item is that of public safety. Out of our 50 units, all but one seem concerned to keep our community a pleasant place to live. The one stray unit has been sent letters by PASCO, repeatedly, regarding vehicles speeding on Boulder Drive, and intimidation of residents by a dog running loose. Because the response to these letters has been poor, at best, the Board is considering ways to take serious action in advance of a possible disaster from vehicle damage to persons or property or to pet damage of persons or property. The other 49 residences can help the Board: please be sure to report to the Board (Bill, Ed, or Andy) any form of intimidation that you see and be willing to state the source, by name and address. Thanks. It’s really too bad when a single co-owner forces this sort of note simply because he/she either doesn’t “get it” or refuses to “get it.”